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Scorpions - Dreamers
Tom: A

              Dbm             B
There's a place I know so well
               A               Abm            Gb
Behind closed eyes, there´s a pearl inside a shell
            Dbm              B
From time to time, I come to see
               A           Abm        Gb
If this world still has a place for me
A                      B
When I put my head to sleep
                          A
Take the rest my body needs
                           B
That's the time my mind is up and away

         Dbm                B
We are dreamers, all of our lives
            A           Abm
We are dreamers, your dream will be mine
Gb         D    A     B
Forever, dream on dreamer

            Dbm                 B
It doesn't matter where you're from
             A            Abm          Gb
The door is open all the time for everyone
          Dbm              B
There's a place I know so well
             A         Abm       Gb
Will I find you, only time will tell

A                           B
Well it's been a long, long time
                                 A
Since I've seen that state of mind
                         B
Right now my friend, I'm up and away

         Dbm        B
We are dreamers, all of our lives
        A            Ab
We are dreamers, your dream will be mine
Gb        D    A    B
Forever, dream on dreamer
      Dbm        B
We are dreamers, that´s what we are
         A          Abm
We are dreamers always light years apart
Gb         D    A    B
Forever, dream on dreamer

solo( Dbm B A Abm Gb )

A                      B
When I put my head to sleep
                        A
Take the rest my body needs
                           B
That´s the time my mind is up and away

        Dbm                  B
We are dreamers, all of our lives
        A              Abm
We are dreamers, your dream will be mine
Gb        D     A   B
Forever, dream on dreamer

We are dreamers, that´s what we are

We are dreamers always light years apart

Forever, dream on dreamer

         Dbm             B
There´s a place I know so well
D      A     B
Dream on dreamer

Acordes


